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Abstract: Induction motor is a constant speed machine when operated from the mains. However it is necessary to vary the
speed of the motor in some applications. The speed of a motor basically depends on the supply frequency and number of poles.
While the frequency can easily be changed without changing the entire structure of the motor, the same cannot be said for the
number of poles. This paper examines the use of cycloconverters to vary the speed of single phase induction motors.
Cycloconverters work on changing the supply frequency to vary the speed of the motor. With the aid of three push buttons
connected to the microcontroller and the program written on it, the speed of the motor was varied in three steps, at F, F/2 &
F/3. The microcontroller sends the gating pulse through an optocoupler to trigger the thyristors in a dual bridge providing the
alternating signal needed to drive the motor. As the frequency decreases, the speed of the motor also decreases. The
cycloconverter was used on a single phase induction motor and the result shows that it can vary the speed of an induction
motor.
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1. Introduction
Single phase induction motors are widely used in many
household and industrial equipment/machines [1]. Basically,
the induction motor is made up of a rotating part called the
rotor and a stationary part called the stator [2]. Single phase
power system is widely used for domestic purposes,
commercial purposes and to some extent industrial purposes
compared to three phase system. The power requirements in
most homes, shops, and offices are small, making the single
phase system economically viable in such settings. The
single phase motors are simple in construction, cheap in cost,
reliable and easy to repair and maintain. As a result of these
advantages, the single phase induction motor finds its
application in centrifugal pump, blowers, vacuum cleaner,
washing machine, fans, small toys, etc. [3, 4].
The induction machine is essentially a constant speed
machine when operating from mains. The difficulty in
varying its speed using a cost effective means is one of its

major drawbacks [5]. To overcome these drawbacks different
techniques have been developed. The speed control of an
induction motor depends on factors that affect the rotor speed
[6]. The rotor speed of an induction motor is shown in
equations 1 and 3.
1

(1)

120

(2)

But,

Therefore, equation I becomes
1
Where,
rotor speed
Synchronous speed
Supply frequency
Number of poles

(3)
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Slip
Equation 3 shows that the speed of an induction motor
depends on the supply frequency, the number of poles and
the slip. Thus the speed can be varied by varying any of these
three parameters leading to different methods of speed
control of an induction motor. Constant voltage/frequency
(V/F) method is often used for constant and variable speed
control of an induction motor [5, 1]. Different techniques
have been proposed for the speed control of induction motors
such as varying the output voltage [7], fuzzy logic control
[8], sliding mode control [9], cycloconverters [10-12], etc.
Speed control by changing the frequency can be achieved
through cycloconverters.
In this work, a cycloconverter was used to control the
speed of a single phase induction motor. A cycloconverter is
a frequency changer that converts AC (alternating current)
power of a certain frequency to AC power of another
frequency without the help of any intermediate DC (direct
current) link. It actually converts fixed voltage, fixed
frequency AC input to variable voltage, variable frequency
AC output. It may be a step up converter if the output
frequency were higher than the input or a step down
converter if the output frequency were less than the input [13,
14]. Figure 1 shows the simplified block diagram of a
cycloconverter.

7

Figure 1. Simplified block diagram of a cycloconverter.

Several work has been done on cycloconverters. In [15],
the authors carried out analysis on cycloconverters using
IGBT and MOSFET as the switching devices. MATLAB
Simulink was used for the analysis. The results showed that
cycloconverters can be used to vary the speed of a single
phase induction motor. The analysis also showed that the
total harmonic distortion in changing from IGBT to
MOSFET was 0.02% indicating that any of them can be used
as the switching element in the cycloconverter. In [16], the
authors modelled a split phase induction motor with a single
phase cycloconverter using Simulink. The simulated results
showed that the speed of the induction motor can be reduced
as the frequency of the supply is halved (F/2) and further
reduced when it is divided by three (F/3). Figure 2 & 3 shows
the simulated waveform.

Figure 2. (a.) Source voltage (b.) Output voltage waveform of single phase to single phase cycloconverter when output frequency is f/2. [16].

Figure 3. (a.) Source voltage (b.) Output voltage waveform of single phase to single phase cycloconverter when output frequency is f/3. [16].

Rajib Baran Roy & Ruhul Amin designed and constructed
a single phase cycloconverter using 555 timers and

comparator (operational amplifier IC) to generate the
blanking and gating pulses and the synchronization pulses of
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the thyristors. To ensure the output waveform of the
cycloconverter is sinusoidal a Butterworth filter was used for
filtering purpose [12]. Sathish Bakanagari et al developed a
single phase cycloconverter using an 8051 microcontroller to
control the firing pulses of the gate driving circuits. The
firing angle control consists of eight MOC 3021 optoisolators. The thyristors are arranged as two sets of bridges,
positive and negative so that it conducts at different half
cycles. The system has two switch selectors one for f/2 and
the other for f/3. The results showed that the cycloconverter

can be used to vary the speed of an induction motor [11].
In this work, a step down cycloconverter was developed to
control the speed of an induction motor in three steps (at F,
F/2 & F/3).

2. System Description
The block diagram of the cycloconverter is shown in
figure 4.

Figure 4. Block diagram of the cycloconverter.

2.1. Power Supply Unit
The power supply unit is responsible for providing the 5v
DC required for the circuit operation. The input to this unit is
230VAC at a frequency of 50Hz and the output is 5VDC.
This Unit comprises of the following basic components:
230/12V Step down transformer, Bridge Diode, 25V 1000uF
Capacitor, and LM7805 Voltage Regulator.
2.2. Control Unit
This unit is made up of the PIC16F84A microcontroller
and the opto-couplers. The program code for the
microcontroller was written in embedded C language. The
microcontroller does all the control functions of the system.
It has three push buttons that acts as frequency selectors for
the microcontroller. Depending on the button selected the
output frequency can be F (supply frequency), F/2 or F/3.
This gives 50Hz, 25Hz and 16.67Hz respectively with a
corresponding duration of 20 milliseconds, 40 milliseconds
and 60 milliseconds. The microcontroller controls the firing
pulses of the gate driving circuit. The pulse from the
microcontroller is fed to the switching unit through the
optocoupler. It isolates the two power levels. The switching
action of the thyristors can cause distortions in the
microcontroller. The optocoupler prevent high voltages or
rapidly changing voltages on one side of the circuit from
damaging components or distorting transmissions on the
other side.
2.3. Switching Unit
The switching unit consists of two sets of two pairs of
thyristors forming two full bridges in anti-phase. Each of the
optocoupler is connected to the thyristors. Triggering pulses
generated by the microcontroller based on the program

written, gives the input condition to the optocoupler that
drives the respective thyristor. The arrangement is such that
during the positive half cycle, bridge one conducts, while
bridge 2 is turned off. During the negative half cycle, bridge
2 conducts, while bridge 1 is turned off. This alternate
arrangement of turning on and off the thyristors, provides the
alternating voltage needed by the induction motor.
2.4. Operation of the Cycloconverter
The complete circuit of the cycloconverter is shown in
figure 5. The cycloconverter has two bridges, bridge 1
(positive cycle) and bridge 2 (negative cycle). The motor is
connected between the bridges. Each bridge is made up of
four thyristors. Each thyristor is connected through an
optoisolator to the microcontroller. The microcontroller
contains the program codes that control the operation of the
cycloconverter. The system is powered by 230VAC 50Hz
supply that is rectified to 12VDC and then regulated to
5VDC.
The system has three mode of operations (at F, F/2 & F/3)
controlled by the frequency selector switches connected
through the microcontroller to the cycloconverter. At supply
frequency of 50Hz, during the positive half cycle the
thyristors in the first bridge conducts for 10ms and during the
negative half cycle, the thyristors in the second bridge
conducts for 10ms. At frequency of 25Hz conduction of the
thyristors is for 20ms at each half cycles giving a total of
40ms at full cycle. At frequency of 16.67Hz conduction of
the thyristors is for 30ms at each half cycles giving a total of
60ms at full cycle. The output from any of these modes can
be used to drive an induction motor. Since the speed of an
induction motor has a direct relationship with the input
frequency, its speed will vary as different modes of
operations are selected.
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Figure 5. Complete circuit of the cycloconverter.

3. Test and Results
Table 1 shows the results of the test carried out on the cycloconverter. It was used to control the speed of a single phase
induction motor. As shown in the table, the cycloconverter was able to vary the speed of the induction motor as the supply
frequency changes. The speed of the induction motor reduces as the frequency reduces.
Table 1. Test result for the operation of the system.
S/N

Frequency

Actual frequency (Hz)

Period (sec)

Speed of motor (rpm)

1

F

50

0.02

2800

2

f/2

25

0.04

1400

3

f/3

16.67

0.06

914.5

4. Conclusion
The single phase to single phase step down
cycloconverter developed was able to generate output at
frequencies less than the supply frequency. It successfully
generated output frequency at F/2 and at F/3 when the
corresponding switch were selected. The cycloconverter
was efficiently able to vary the speed of a single phase
induction motor. Although the cycloconverter was for a
single phase, it can be scaled up for a three phase system
with some modifications.
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